
 

 

          CONVENTION & COMPETITION 

        ONSITE EVENT SAFETY MEASURES & GUIDELINES 

 

 

 REVEL Dance Convention, in cooperation with its venue partners is working to develop safety measures and 

guidelines for attendees to help promote a healthy and safe environment during convention and competition.  These 

practices may not reflect all the efforts being taken by REVEL and its hotel partners.  We will continue to modify 

these measures, as necessary, based on advisory from local and federal authorities.  We believe that the efforts 

REVEL and its venue partners are taking below, coupled with personal responsibility can help promote a healthy and 

safe environment.   

 

 

 

   

Masks Encouraged in Common Areas 

In accordance with CDC guidelines, we encourage attendees to wear masks in the common 

areas (venue lobby and foyer areas).  REVEL staff will be wearing masks at all times. 

 

 

Registration/Elimination of Wristbands & Audition Numbers 

In an effort to reduce touchpoints, REVEL will be eliminating the traditional Registration 

Desk/Info Desk.  Wristbands and audition numbers are being eliminated.  See more details 

below. 

 

Virtual Help Desk 

REVEL will be offering a virtual help desk throughout the weekend, whereby attendees can 

chat with our staff on demand to answer any questions in real-time. 

 

 

 



Temperature Checks 

Until further notice, all REVEL staff will undergo touchless temperature checks each day.  

Hotel partners are also undergoing this same process with their employees.  Any staff with a 

temperature higher than 99.9 will not be permitted to work the event.   

 

Distancing in Common Areas 

All attendees should observe distancing requirements in the common areas outside the 

ballrooms and other areas of the venue.    

 

 

Distancing in Convention Classes – introducing the RevBox 

REVEL will have taped grid lines on the ballroom floors to create each Revbox (6 feet of 

distance).  Each Revbox will be numbered.  Studios will receive a map of each ballroom ahead 

of the event, along with each dancer’s corresponding Revbox number.  The dancer’s RevBox 

number will also correspond with their Audition Number.  REVEL will be capping the 

attendance in the ballrooms based on these gridlines, so event attendance will be on a first 

come, first serve basis.  REVEL has also increased the amount of contracted ballroom space 

with the venue to allow for more distancing.   

 

Elimination of Water Stations 

REVEL will eliminate the traditional water stations in the ballrooms.  Dancers should bring 

multiple water bottles to class in their bags for easy access.   

 

 

Virtual Class Option 

If dancers would prefer not to take class in the ballrooms, the live classes will be available via 

livestream (real-time), to take from their hotel room or home (if the event is within driving 

distance).  Virtual classes will be password protected, and this must be coordinated with 

REVEL ahead of the event.   

 

Class Observers 

For the foreseeable future, REVEL will be limiting observers in the classes to Studio Staff only.   

 



Changing Rooms 

Changing Rooms will be limited to one studio at a time.  The ballrooms will already have 

taped gridlines for the convention classes.  Dancers and any changing assistants should utilize 

the gridlines to maintain distancing in the Changing Rooms.  Studios should limit the number 

of parents assisting with costume changes to the absolute minimum necessary.  After each 

studio finishes competing their routines, hotel staff will properly clean the changing room 

before the next studio enters.   

 

Taking the Stage at REVEL 

REVEL will schedule the competition line-up, 2 or 3 studios at a time (based on the number of 

dressing rooms available in the venue).  REVEL will work with each studio to schedule their 

respective performance times.  Congregating backstage will not be permitted.  One routine at a 

time will be permitted backstage while the routine on deck will wait outside the backstage door to 

enter once the routine has finished onstage and exited the backstage area.  REVEL staff and our 

Pro Reveler team will help coordinate this.   

 

Exiting the REVEL Stage 

Hand sanitizer will be available for dancers exciting the stage. 

 

 

 

Competition Spectators 

REVEL will have limited audience seating available for Studio Staff and immediate 

family/guardians.  Chairs will be spaced to accommodate distancing requirements.  A 

maximum of 1-2 spectators per registered dancer is permitted.  Grandparents, Aunts/Uncles, 

Friends, etc., should watch the competition on the REVEL Livestream from the comfort of 

their homes. 

 

Watch the Competition on REVEL’s LiveStream 

REVEL will livestream the competition at www.dancerevel.com.  Family and friends should 

watch the competition from their homes.   

 

 

 

http://www.dancerevel.com/


 

Hand Washing 

All attendees should wash their hands multiple times throughout the day.  The CDC 

recommends this as one of the best practices to avoid transmission of the virus.   

 

 

Venue Cleanliness/Distancing Efforts 

The hotel venue has increased the wiping all surfaces, handrails, elevators, door handles, etc. 

on a continuous basis throughout the course of the event. 


